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Fraud detection has appertained to many industries such as banking, retails, financial services, 
healthcare, etc. As we know, fraud detection is a set of campaigns undertaken to avert the 
acquisition of illegal means to obtain money or property under false pretense. With an unlimited 
and growing number of ways fraudsters commit fraud crimes, detecting online fraud was so tricky 
to achieve. This research work aims to examine feasible ways to identify credit card fraudulent 
activities that negatively impact financial institutes. In the United States, an average of U.S 
consumers lost a median of $429 from credit card fraud in 2017, according to “CPO magazine. 
Almost 79% of consumers who experienced credit card fraud did not suffer any financial impact 
whatsoever” [35]. One of the questions is, who is paying for these losses if not the consumers? 
The answer to this question is the financial institutions. According to the Federal Trade 
Commission report, credit card theft has increased by 44.6% from 2019 to 2020, and the amount 
of money lost to credit card fraud in the year 2020 is about 149 million in total loss. Without any 
delay, financial institutes should implement technology safeguards and cybersecurity to decrease 
the impact of credit card fraud activities. To compare our proposed machine learning algorithms 
with machine learning techniques that already exist, we carried out a comparative analysis and we 
were able to determine which algorithm can best predict fraudulent transactions by recognizing a 
pattern that is different from other patterns. We trained our algorithms over two re-sampling 
methods (undersampling and oversampling) of the credit card fraud dataset and, the best algorithm 
is drawn to predict frauds. AUC score and other metrics was used to compare and contrast the 
results of our algorithms. The following results are concluded based on our study:  
1. Our study proposed algorithms such as Random Forest, Decision Trees and Xgboost, K-Means, 
Logistic Regression and Neural Network have performed better than other machine learning 
algorithms researchers have used in previous studies to predict credit card frauds. 
2. Our ensemble tree algorithms such as Random Forest, Decision Trees and Xgboost came out to 
be the best model that can predict credit card fraud with AUC score of 1.00%, 0.99% and 0.99% 
respectively.  
3. The best algorithm for this study shows a lot of improvements with the oversampling dataset 
with overall performance of 1.00% AUC score. 
 
Keywords: Credit Card Fraud, Fraud Detection, Machine Learning Algorithms, Banking and 





1.1  INTRODUCTION 
As the events in the world become more digitalized, cybercrimes like credit card or debit 
card frauds are on the increase. “According to the 2019 report of the Bureau of Consumer 
Financial Protection on the Consumer Credit Card Market, “fraud remains a constant and 
costly reality of the credit card market.” This unfortunate situation has adversely affected 
individuals, public and private organizations globally [4]. The problem is somehow 
challenging to manage. International transactions on credit cards or running above specific 
limits have been used to flag some transactions as fraudulent. Still, it has also been 
discovered that 70 % of such flagged transactions were a false alarm, resulting in a drop in 
sales for merchants and loss of credibility. This research investigates methods to be adopted 
in identifying credit card frauds and how our proposed solutions can help solve this fraud.  
1.2  CREDIT CARD FRAUD 
Credit card fraud happens one of the biggest threats to financial institutions and businesses 
today. Credit card fraud can be defined as “when an unauthorized person uses a credit card 
for personal use without the approval or knowledge of the card owner and the card issuer 
doesn’t have a clue of what the card is being used for.” Different types of systems/models, 
processes, and preventive measures will help end credit card fraud and help reduce 
financial risks. Large amounts of credit card account transactions are convened together by 




users as one of the methods of carrying out transactions [3]. It allows the card authorized 
users to purchase goods and services based on the promise made by the holder to pay for 
them at a later date. Credit cards have become commonplace for individual finance over 
the past few years; admiration and approval rates are considered clearly in the number of 
credit cardholders. According to “United States credit card statistics published on Statista 
website, it is recorded that about 1.1 trillion of credit cards have been issued between 2012 
and 2018, this number of credit card issued have surpassed the number of debit cards issued 
three times. As of 2019, Visa was the largest credit card issuer with more than 300 million 
credit cards been issued to customers [31].” Secure credit services of financial institutions 
and development of E-business a reliable fraud detection mode is vital to support safe credit 
card usage, Fraud detection based on analyzing existing purchase data of cardholder is a 
promising way for reducing the rate of credit card frauds. Fraud detection systems come 
into a synopsis when the fraudsters beat the fraud prevention rules and start fraudulent 
transactions. 
  
1.3  COMMON TRENDS IN CREDIT CARD FRAUD 
Most card users are fully aware of the imminent danger from fraudsters; this has made the 
card thieves advance their operation mode to beat the continuously updated security walls. 





(a) Stolen/Misplaced card: This method is the most prevalent. It has to do with stealing 
someone's credit card and using it as their own. Indeed, getting information from 
the front and back of the card without taking the card away is the same as stealing 
the card. Banks usually inform customers to notify them through the emergency 
lines anytime their card is stolen or misplaced. The thief can use the information to 
purchase goods online, and the bank might not notify the owner until the end of the 
month.  
(b) Synthetic Fraud: A synthetic fraud is an act whereby a fraudster applies for a credit 
card on behalf of someone. The fraudster acquires essential information of their 
victim like Social Security Number (SSN), date of birth, address, etc., and applies 
for a credit card on behalf of the victim. This method is also known as the "false 
application method."  
(c) Data Breach: Since people carry out some of their transactions through the internet, 
their data is vulnerable to hackers. The hacker might adopt several ways to get the 
victim's data. They can even completely take over someone's phone or computer 
after visiting some websites. One of the recommended ways to remedy this situation 
is to avoid saving important information on any device, or better still, to frequently 
clear data before getting into the wrong hands.  
(d) Mail Interception: Fraudsters can also intercept mails intended to go to the user's 
address. Probably after applying for a new card, the fraudster can manipulate things 
to get the card before it gets to the owner. The money would have been gone before 




(e) Skimming: This kind of fraud is usually swept under the rug because it does not 
involve much money; it can even be pennies. But when this is done to millions of 
customers, it becomes a significant figure.  Fraudsters can obtain card details like 
the number and activate them so that whenever the card owner performs any 
transaction through the card, the thief gets the commission for each transaction. 
(f) Merchant Collusion: This is a type of fraud that is usually carried out by an 
organization. A company owner or its employee can use the customers' credit card 
or give it to a fraudster. Since card information is occasionally saved with some 
trusted merchants to make purchasing items easy for the customer, company 
owners or employees can extract some card information and use it to their 
destructive ends.  
(g) Triangulation: This is another form of fraudulent act that fraudsters use to reap 
peoples hard earn money. Some goods can be published on a website at a meager 
price to attract customers. The site owner has the sole aim of obtaining customers' 
card information. In some cases, the fraudster might not have the goods, but they 
lure their victims to provide information about their credit cards so that they can 
use them. The only way to avoid this is to verify every site to be genuine and ensure 
that they read reviews about it.   






1.4  SIGNIFICANT OF THE STUDY 
The benefit of this research paper is to help the financial institutions by improving the 
existing machine learning algorithms that can predict fraudulent acts with very high 
accuracy, which will ease them in preventing fraudsters from carrying out transactions that 
were not approved or authorized by the legitimate owner of various accounts. Despite the 
extensive range of the problem, relatively some of academic exploration has been done on 
fraud costs, the root causes, how it occurs, why it occurs, and productive ways to recognize, 
discourage and avert it. The need for anti-fraud expertise is becoming more urgent as the 
fraudsters are not reported to public authorities. Organizations must incur significant 
resources as they strive to protect themselves from fraud and reputational consequences. 
For smaller organizations, the issue is complicated to deal with due to insufficient resources 
to set up anti-fraud units. Small businesses must turn to private investigation firms if they 
want to benefit from specialized expertise in dealing with a fraud problem, but the cost can 
be pretty substantial. One of the current solutions that helps banks and financial institutions 










2.1  REVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE 
Many works have been done related to credit card fraud. In this review, we will synthesize 
some of the articles to identify works that have already been done. This section discussed 
machine learning using (supervised methods) such as Logistic Regression, Decision Tree, 
Random Forest, XGBoost, (unsupervised methods) such as K – Means Clustering, and 
Autoencoder in Keras. Researchers like Awoyemi et al. (2017), Maniraj et al. (2019), 
Dornadula (2019), Shirgave et al. (2019), Azhan (2020), Joshi et al. (2020), Sadineni et al. 
(2020), More et al. (2021), Priya & Saradha (2021), Roy et al. (2021) and Mohari et al. 
(2021), have identified supervised and unsupervised method of machine learning as the 
most common methods.  
2.2  SOME RELATED WORKS 
Maniraj et al. (2019) illustrate the modeling of a data set using machine learning with Credit 
Card Fraud Detection. The authors try to detect transactions that are 100% fraudulent as 
they minimize the incorrect fraud classification. The focus was on analyzing and 
preprocessing datasets and deploying multiple anomaly detection algorithms like the Local 
Factor Isolation Forest algorithm on the PCA transformed Credit Card Transaction Data. 
The results show that the algorithm reaches over 99.6% accuracy, but its precision is about 




the algorithm, the precision increases to 33%. We expect this rise inaccuracy because of 
the enormous disparity between valid and genuine transactions [24]. 
Awoye'mi et al. (2017) identify two problems with credit card fraud detection. The first 
problem is the constantly changing profiles of standard and fraudulent transactions, and 
credit card fraud datasets are highly skewed [7]. They further investigate data performance 
using the naïve Bayes, k-nearest Neighbor, and logistic regression on highly skewed credit 
card fraud data. 284,807 transactions of the European cardholders were sampled in the 
research. The researchers applied three techniques to the raw and preprocessed data as the 
work is implemented in Python. The performance of the methods is assessed based on 
accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, precision, Matthew’s correlation coefficient, and flat 
classification rate. The findings show optimal accuracy for naïve Bayes, k-nearest 
neighbor, and logistic regression classifiers as they indicate 97.92%, 97.69%, and 54.86%, 
respectively. After comparing the methods, it was evident that the k-nearest Neighbor is 
better than naïve Bayes and logistic regression techniques.  
Mohari et al. (2021) said those fallacious activities conducted through credit cards could 
be tackled with Data Science, Machine Learning together with Deep Learning techniques. 
One advantage of this is that it helps banks and other financial institutions detect frauds as 
early as possible before it causes excellent damages. On the other hand, the hackers need a 
minute amount of data to carry out their malicious acts; this makes the victims vulnerable 
to danger. There are different techniques and methods of unsupervised learning [15]. 
Mohari et al. (2021) identified ten of them and compared them in their research. They 




Genetic Algorithm, Hidden Markov Model (HMM), KNN Classifier, Decision tree, 
Isolation Forest, and Local Outlier Factor. Out of all the ten methods, their results show 
that Local Outlier Factor fraud accuracy is greater than the rest of the algorithms [15]. 
Lebichot et al. (2017) is a graph-based, semi-supervised credit card fraud detection scheme. 
Globally, it has been recorded those billions of US dollars have been lost to fraudulent 
activities. To stop these despicable acts, automated Fraud Detection Systems (FDS) can 
first deny a transaction before it is granted [13]. Lebichot et al. (2017) started from a graph 
based FDS called APATE, which uses a limited set of confirmed fraudulent transactions 
to spread evil influence through a network. They further re-designed APATE to be a perfect 
fit for to e-commerce field reality [13]. These improvements significantly impact 
accomplishment as it multiplies precision at 100 by three, both on fraudulent credit cards 
and transaction prediction. This new technique was tested in real life for three months on 
e-commerce credit card transactions set of data obtained from a large credit card issuer. 
Feedback was also introduced here, but it does not significantly improve as the impact can 
be increased if more cards are examined.  
Many researchers have worked on credit card fraud detection using the XGBoost model. 
Some recent ones are Meng et al. (2020) and Parmar et al. (2020). According to Meng et 
al. (2020), XGBoost is an efficient system implementation of Gradient Boosting and GB 
algorithm based on CART [19].  Meng and his colleague used accurate online transaction 
data of an Internet financial institution in researching credit card fraud detection operation. 
They studied the performance learning algorithm on original the original data set and the 




output, SMOKE should be used with XGBoost. In similar research, Parmar et al. (2020) 
consider multiple techniques, including K-Nearest Neighbor, Support Vector Machine 
(SVM), Decision Trees, Logistic Regression, Random Forest, and XGBoost to detect credit 
card frauds [19]. They tested 2,84,808 credit card transactions accrued from an EU 
financial institution dataset. Although the dataset is relatively imbalanced, it has 0.172% 
of fraud cases from the actual transactions. The methods are implemented using Python, 
and the presentation of the methods is classed based on the accuracy and F1 rating, and 
confusion matrix. The findings show that every set of rules can be used for credit card fraud 
detection alongside excessive precision. 
Shirgave et al. (2019) also reviewed credit card fraud detection using machine learning. 
They examine different fraud detection techniques using machine learning and compare 
them using instruments like accuracy, precision, and specificity. They also propose an FDS 
which uses a supervised Random Forest algorithm. With their proposed system, the 
precision of detecting fraud in credit cards is increased. Furthermore, the proposed method 
uses the learning to rank approach, rank the alert, and effectively address the problem 
concept drift in fraud recognition [28]. 
Priya et al. (2020) Individuals and financial institutions must be aware of the continuous 
growth of fraudulent activities. Thus, find an efficient fraud detection algorithm to tackle 
this problem and separate fraudulent transactions from the real ones since the genuine 
transactions outnumbered the false ones [20]. That is why Warghade et al. (2020) analyze 
various machine learning techniques by using multiple metrics for judging multiple 




misclassifying a genuine transaction as fraud. In their model, they recommend synthetic 
techniques like SMOTE for the conventional oversampling method. And to yield a better 
result, synthetic sampling methods like SMOTE with advanced boosting methods like 
Local Outlier factor, Isolation Forest, and SVM can be applied. As a result of the parallel 
processing model, LOF and Isolation Forest is fast and robust to the outlier. Samples of 
small records were tested, and the results were terrific [32]. Isolation Forest gives an 
outstanding 99.74% accuracy score, and Support Vector Machine provides a fair 
percentage of 45.84% accuracy score. LOF gives an excellent 99.66% accuracy score, 
making the prediction correct, misclassifying the genuine transaction as fraud. 
More et al. (2021) used a Random Forest fraud detection algorithm. This model can help 
solve fraudulent activities in the real world and has continuously increased the accuracy of 
detecting fraud in credit card transactions [16]. The dataset used in their research contained 
100000 transactions made by cardholders, and the results show that 0.262 % of all 
transactions are fraud. Although the dataset is highly imbalanced, the unbalanced dataset 
was processed, which shows 80% of the dataset was used for training the model while 20% 
of the dataset was used for testing. The performance evaluation was carried out for 
precision, recall (sensitivity), and accuracy. The accuracy level was 0.9793, which shows 
that the proposed strategy had shown better accuracy for many training data. Also, 20,000 
transactions were identified, of which 19,830 belong to class 0, and 170 transactions belong 
to a class. The research concluded that despite having an imbalanced dataset, the model 
works well for credit card fraud detection. The study also showed a comparative analysis 




that the Random Forest technique performed much better than Decision Tree and Naïve 
Bayes Technique [5]. 
Sadineni (2020) also worked on related research using machine learning algorithms. The 
analysis considers various machine learning techniques such as Support Vector Machine 
(SVM), Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Decision Trees, Logistic Regression and 
Random Forest to identify frauds carried out by credit cards. The performance analysis of 
the techniques is done using accuracy, precision, and false alarm rate metrics, just like other 
researchers. Precisely 150,000 transactions stored in the Kaggle data repository were 
analyzed [11]. The researcher reported the database to have numerous fields. The dataset, 
which contained relevant and irrelevant attributes, was analyzed based on the principal 
component to extract the relevant details like transaction amount, time of the transaction, 
etc. The results show that Radom Forest achieved an accuracy of 99.21%, Decision Tree 
was 98.47%, Logistic Regression was 95.55%, Support Vector Machine (SVM) was 
95.16%, and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) was 99.92%. This result, unlike other 
research, showed that ANN is more accurate than other techniques [25].  
Rahmawati et al. (2017) was a fraud detection analysis of event logs of a bank’s credit 
business process using the Hidden Markov Model Algorithm. As stated earlier in this 
paper, many fraudulent acts are carried out every day using different methods [21]. 
Therefore, Rahmawati et al. (2017) propose a method for detecting fraud on credit 
applications. The Hidden Markov Models and activity information recorded in the event 
log can be used to identify fraudulent activities. The automated system calculates the 




fraudulent activities. The analysis was based on 90 cases, and the results show that HMM 
method can be used to detect fraud as it has an accuracy of 94%. The model was able to 
report 10 of the 90 cases as fraudulent and 80 as genuine transactions [21].  
Rocha & de Sousa Junior (2010) identified bank frauds by using CRISP-DM and Decision 
Tree techniques. They evaluate some transactions using decision trees and CRISP-DM to 
help identify and prevent bank fraud. Like many researchers who came after them, they 
identify decision trees as an essential concept in artificial intelligence. After the 
information regarding bank transactions, the analysis identified different fraudulent 
activities from internet bank transactions [22]. 
Jisha & Vimal (2020) considered a population-based optimized and condensed fuzzy deep 
belief network to identify credit card fraudulent acts. Instead of using the common theory 
deployed for an intellectual way of fraudulent transaction detection, the work adopts an 
approach of intuitionistic fuzzy theory to determine the significant features that influence 
the detection process efficiently. The deep fuzzy network exceptionally handles the 
complex form of credit card transactions with its deep-seated knowledge and stacked 









3.1  METHODOLOGY 
This chapter discusses the methodology adopted in this study to classify the non-fraudulent 
transactions from the fraudulent transactions. Figure 1 shows the steps used in this work. 
However, before we discuss the different steps of the methodology used in this work, we 
first discussed the dataset.   
 
                                             Fig. 1: Classification Methodology 
 
3.2  DATASET 
The dataset for this research work is obtained from Kaggle, and it was generated using 
Sparkov Data Generation, a GitHub tool created by Brandon Harris. The dataset is a 
simulated credit card transaction containing legitimate and fraudulent transactions. It 




The transactions presented by this dataset have 1048575 transactions in total, and the 
number of fraudulent transactions was recorded to be 6006 out of the total number of 
transactions. The dataset is highly imbalanced; the positive class (frauds) account for a tiny 
percentage of about 0.5727 of the complete transactions. The dataset contains 22 features 
such as" Amount," "Category," "is fraud," and so on,  comprising different data types. It 
also includes both numerical and categorical features. Each transaction recorded per 
transaction date and time is contained in the feature "trans_date_trans_time" column. The 
'Amount' feature column includes the transaction amount carried out, while the last feature 
in this dataset called "is Fraud" is the response variable that shows whether a transaction is 
a fraud or not. It takes 1 as a value if it is fraud and 0 if it is not. The dataset is available at  
https://www.kaggle.com/kartik2112/fraud-detection 
The fig. 2 shows the descriptive statistics between the fraudulent and non-fraudulent 
transactions for the amount feature. From the output, we can see that the minimum and 
maximum value of the amount feature for non-fraudulent distribution is 1.00 and 28948.9 
respectively while that of fraudulent distribution is 1.18 and 1371.81 respectively. We can 
also see from the output  
 






                                    Fig. 2: Descriptive statistics of the amount Feature 
that the mean of the non-fraudulent distribution for the amount feature which is $67.63 is 
less than the mean of the fraudulent distribution which is $530.57.  
3.3  DATA PREPROCESSING 
Preprocessing data is required before implementing a machine learning algorithm, 
considering various models produce diverse specifications to the predictors, and data 
training can affect predictive production. Data preprocessing purposes are to clean and 
prepare the data to a spot that comprises more concise prejudice, checking for missing 
values, and more variation. Data contains both numerical and categorical, which means 
encoding the categorical data is necessary before using them for modeling. Outlier 
detection and removal was performed. We have the independent variables in the same 
range by performing feature scaling. To reduce feature skewness, a box-cox transformation 
was carried out. Resampling method such as undersampling and oversampling was 
performed on the imbalanced original dataset to avoid any form of bias and overfitting in 
our training model. We have adopted Python data manipulation library pandas and machine 
learning library sci-kit learn to achieve these preprocessing responsibilities. The steps are 














                                              Fig. 3: The Data Preprocessing steps 
 
3.3.1 DATA CLEANING 
 The credit card dataset was imported using the python import command, and the data 
cleaning process was done. During data cleaning we perform two tasks; 1. Remove null 
values and missing values, and 2. Handle outliers.  
The dataset contains 1048575 transactions in total. There were no null values in the dataset. 
Also, our dataset does not have any missing value. Hence, next we look for outliers in the 
dataset. Outliers are known as the observations that are numerically distant from the rest 
of the data. The boxplot technique was adopted to detect the presence of outliers in all the 
independent features. An outlier is a data point located outside the box plot's whiskers. 
However, for simplicity we only show the box plot for the feature “amount” in fig. 4. 
    Data Cleaning (Handling of Missing Values & Outliers)
Encoding the Categorical data (Converting to numeric)
        Feature Scaling (Feature standardization)
Dataset Resampling (Under and Oversampling)
         Feature Correlation and Selection 




Although the box plots show the presence of outliers in the data, the outliers were removed 
using the Inter Quantile Range (IQR) technique which is one of the most popular 
techniques for handling outliers as it is more robust to outliers. In this technique, any value 
that is outside the Q3 + 1.5 IQR boundary is considered to be an outlier and, any outlier is 







                               Fig. 4: Boxplot of the amount feature  
3.3.2 ENCODING CATEGORICAL VARIABLES 
After cleaning the dataset, we convert any categorical features to a numeric value as most 
machine learning algorithms perform better with numeric inputs. There are few ways to 
convert categorical values into numeric values with each approach having its own tradeoffs 
and impact on the feature set. In the study, we have used One-Hot Encoder to convert the 




are assigned a numeric value of  1 or 0. The fig. 5 shows the results of our categorical 
variables after conversion.  
 
                Fig. 5: Sample of converted categorical features using One-Hot Encoder 
3.3.3 FEATURE SCALING 
This is another stage of the data preprocessing method used to normalize the range of 
independent variables within a dataset. Depending on the adopted scaling technique, it is 
centered around 0 or in the range of 0 and 1. If input variables have tremendous values 
applicable to the additional input variables, these large values can overlook or skew some 
machine learning algorithms. We have performed feature scaling using the Robust Scaler 
technique, also known as robust standardization. Scaling can be achieved by calculating 
the median 50th percentile, the 25th, and 75th percentiles. The values of each variable then 
have their median subtracted and are divided by the interquartile range (IQR), which is the 
difference between the 75th and 25th percentiles. The fig. 6 below shows our feature 





                                  Fig. 6: Feature Scaling using RobustScaler() 
3.3.4 DATASET RE-SAMPLING 
Data resampling is a technique of inexpensively using a data sample to improve the 
accuracy and measure the unpredictability of a population variable. The nested resampling 
method has been used to carry out dataset resampling. The dataset used for this study was 
highly imbalanced; that is why we have carried out resampling methods like 
Undersampling and Oversampling.  
 
3.3.4.1 UNDERSAMPLING 
Since most of the instances in the dataset belong to the majority class, the dataset was 
under-sampled randomly, by reducing the numbers of instances of the majority class, 
which means that some essential data instances are not captured for training purposes in 












           Fig. 7: Distribution of the classes after Undersampling  
 
3.3.4.2 OVERSAMPLING  
This method duplicates new or sometimes simulates examples in the minority class. It 
increases the instances, which makes the training of the model to perform better. The result 











3.3.5 FEATURE CORRELATION AND SELECTION 
Each of the features we obtain in the dataset might not be beneficial in building a machine 
learning model to execute the necessary prediction. Using some of the features might 
improve the prediction accuracy. So, feature correlation performs a tremendous purpose in 
creating a better machine learning model. Features with high correlation are more likely to 
be linearly dependent and have almost the same impact on the dependent variable. 
Therefore, when two features produce a high correlation, we can drop one of the two 
features. The heatmap for the correlation of the original dataset, and resampled dataset 
(both undersampled, and the oversampled) is shown in Fig. 9, and 10. It can be observed 
that the heatmap is not revealing too much information because it’s a huge dataset, and that 
is why we performed feature selection to help select the important features. Feature 
selection is one of the important stages in data preprocessing, and it is known as a path to 











                          
           Fig. 10: Heatmap for Undersampling and Oversampling 
expedite the training period and improve the learning interpretability and decrease the 
model over-fitting when there are many unnecessary features contributing no more helpful 
information than the current subset of variables. The excessive and verbose information in 
the dataset may hugely influence the performance of our model.  
In this study, we have performed feature selection using the lasso technique, which is a tool 
that helps minimize the cost function. Lasso regression will automatically choose the 
features that are beneficial to our model, discarding the redundant features. So, the purpose 
of using Lasso regression for feature selection goals is straightforward: we apply a Lasso 
regression on our scaled dataset, and we admit only those features that produce a coefficient  










                                        Fig. 11: Feature Selection using Lasso  
observed that 4 important variables were chosen which will be used for modeling, and the 
technique eliminated the remaining 25 variables.    
3.4  MACHINE LEARNING MODELS 
In this study, we have experimented with both supervised, and unsupervised machine 
learning model to classify the fraudulent transactions. The machine learning models used 
in this study is discussed in the next subsection.  We also discuss the process of model 
creation and selecting the values of the hyperparameters for the best model.  
3.4.1  DECISION TREE 
Machine Learning technologies use advanced data analysis algorithms. The most popular 
algorithm used in Machine Learning applications is called the decision tree model. 




amounts of data. The decision tree model works simply by directing a transaction in a 
specific direction based on the features generated from the data. It follows a fundamental 
root question and branches in which the details are used to form particular components that 
finally culminate in endpoints or the leaves of the tree. Decision trees are non-parametric 
supervised learning methods that can be used for classification and regression purposes 
where continuous splitting of data is based on a specific parameter. It consists of Nodes, 
Edges, and Leaf nodes. An example can be seen below.  
 
One of the decision tree objectives is to design a model for training that can be used to 
predict the class of the response variable. This technique is one of the methods used to 
make predictions that classify transactions. It is a collection of branches/nodes connected 
through the edges. Interior nodes of a tree make an assessment, and edges represent the 
result of the evaluation. The terminal nodes signify a class label. Its function is about using 
the Depth-first Breadth method to recursively divide the given dataset until all the elements 
in a set are assigned to a specific class. The advantage of this technique is that no feature 




missing values. It spends less time for the training phase and very good at handling 
classification and regression problems. One major pitfall it has is the single tree may raise 
complexity and lead to overfitting when the size of the dataset increases. According to 
Wikipedia “Classification Tree, (Yes/No types) analysis is when the predicted outcome is 
the class (discrete) to which the data belongs. It is a tree in which an internal (non-leaf) 
node is labeled with an input feature. The arcs coming from a node labeled with input are 
labeled with each of the possible values of the response variable that leads to a subordinate 
decision node on a different input feature [33].”  It uses different algorithms to determine 
whether to divide a node into two or many sub-nodes. The decision tree divides the nodes 
on every accessible variable and afterward chooses the split, which brings about the most 
homogeneous sub-nodes. To achieve the quality of splitting into two or more nodes, the 
decision tree applies the following metrics on the possible subset: Gini impurity, 
Information gain, Variance reduction, and Measure of goodness. Advantages of Decision 
Tree are that it can analyze both categorical and numeric data, is straightforward to 
understand and interpret, does not need too many data preparations, and modeling with 
large datasets is not a problem. The disadvantages are the non-robustness of the tree, which 
means any slit change in the data for training can cause a tremendous difference in the tree 
culminating predictions[33].  
3.4.2  LOGISTIC CLASSIFICATION 
This is the most uncomplicated technique used to resolve classification and regression 




establishes the probability of an output that can be either binomial or multinomial. It adopts 
the sigmoid function in describing data and the relationship between dependent and 
independent variables. It can also be used in the current research work to classify a 
transaction as fraud or not. It is very efficient, although it can overfit high-dimensional 
datasets. It offers better accuracy and makes no assumptions about the scattering of classes 
in feature space as some other techniques do. The weakness is that it uses the assumption 
of linearity between the dependent and independent variables. Classification and regression 
functions are the two sorts of supervised learning, yet the yield factors of the two 
assignments are unique. In a regression task, the yield variable is a numeric worth that 
exists on a constant scale, or to put that a different way, the 
yield of a regression task is a whole number or drifting point esteem. In other words, the 
classification task deals with when the result of the algorithm gives one of the different 
pre-chosen categories with several input variables given and placing them into the exact 
category they belong to. It can also be called a logic model, a binary classification in which 
conditional probability of one of the two possible perceptions of the response variable is 
deduced to match a linear combination of two or more input variables modified by the 
logistic function. In Binary Classification, the model ought to have the option to predict 
the response variable as one of the two likely classes, which could be 0 or 1. The Logistic 
Regression can be clarified with Logistic function, otherwise called Sigmoid function that 
takes any genuine input x and yields likelihood esteem somewhere in the range of 0 and 1 
[34].  




One popularly used machine learning algorithm is Random Forest. It is a technique adopted 
in solving both classification and regression problems. It is a pool of an enormous number 
of separate decision trees that are called ''forest''. Each different tree makes a class 
prediction. Any class that has the maximum votes is considered for prediction. Thus, the 
technique adopts a bagging approach in creating a group of decision trees that will build a 
forest. The strength of this technique is that a feature selection is not needed, and it runs 
the model quickly and balances the errors smartly. The con of this technique is that it is 
sensitive to data with diverse values and attributes with more values and can easily flag 
them as fraud.  The 'forest' that this algorithm builds is known as decision tree ensemble, 
which is usually trained with a method called bagging, an application of Bootstrap strategy 
to a high variance algorithm used in machine learning [9]. Bagging and Random forests 
are algorithms that combine multiple models into one package. Both algorithms are very 
effective in different types of predictive modeling problems. It is one of the best algorithms 
used in the banking system for fraud detection. Advantage of random forest is that we can 
use it to solve both classification and regression issues. When the Random algorithm starts 
to build the tree, it always attaches the randomness, making it more essential to find the 
topmost feature among all features for modeling, especially during the splitting of the node 
[17]. The random forest hyperparameter improved the predictive ability of the model or 
boosted the speed of the model. Overfitting problem is one of the issues we face in machine 
learning modeling. Still, a random forest classifier helps because of its ability to create 
many trees in the forest, and the classifier will not overfit the model.  




XGBoost means eXtreme Gradient Boosting. An ensemble method algorithm that 
implements the gradient boosted decision tree is designed for high momentum and 
outstanding performance [12]. Tianqi Chen creates this algorithm. It is a highly scalable 
machine learning algorithm that can be used to tackle data science problems. It supports 
interfaces like C++, Python, R, Julia, Java, Scala, and Command Line Interface (CLI). It is 
an exceptionally adaptable and flexible apparatus that can work through most regression, 
Classification, and issues that deal with ranking. The execution of XGBoost offers a few 
progressed highlights for model tuning, processing conditions, and algorithm upgrades. It 
can execute all the gradients boosting such as Stochastic gradient boosting, Regularized 
gradient boosting, etc. Because of its robustness, adding more regularized parameters helps 
boost the hyperparameters tuning and avoid over-fitting. One of the crucial characteristics 
of XGBoost is its ability to lessen the time for computation successfully [8]. At the same 
time, it is also capable of handling missing values through “Sparse Aware, “Block 
structuring," which enhances parallelization when performing tree assembling, and 
“Continued Training” with its capacity to fit trained model well even if new data are being 
added. There are several main types of parameters that we need to run on XGBoost, such 
as 'General parameters,' which deals with which booster to use while boosting, 'Booster 
Parameter' which shows the chosen booster, 'Learning task Parameters' rules on the 
learning layout, and 'Command line Parameters' which investigate the conduct of CLI 
version explaining the idea of boosting. This ensemble strategy tries to make a solid 




algorithm for decision tree boosting with an additional custom regularization term in the 
goal work.  
3.4.5  K-MEANS CLUSTERING 
The k-means is an unsupervised clustering algorithm used for the significant clustering of 
data. It groups unlabeled points into several k – clusters. It is classified as unsupervised 
because the points have no external classification. The clustering study strategy is one of 
the principle insightful strategies in data mining, the technique for clustering algorithm will 
impact the results of the grouping straightforwardly. This paper talks about the standard k-
means grouping analysis and algorithm, the inadequacies of standard k-means algorithm; 
for example, the k-means clustering algorithm needs to ascertain the distance between 
every data object and all cluster centers in every iteration, which makes the effectiveness 
of clustering is not high. According to Shi Na et al. 2010, k-means was proposed in 1967 
by MacQueen, and it serves as one of the most simple, non-supervised machine learning 
algorithms that can solve the well-known cluster's problem. K-means algorithm can 
partition clustering of data. This method calcifies the given data points into several k 
clusters through the iterative and minimum local convergent [27]. Therefore, the output of 
the groups that are generated through this process is compact and independent. K-means 
algorithm contains two different stages. The first stage is where the k centers are selected 
randomly, where there is an advanced fixed value of k Stage two, where each data point is 
assigned to the nearest center. The distance connecting each data point and the center of 




earlier is completed when all the data points are grouped in clusters and recalculates the 
average of the early formed clusters [6]. The process of iteration will continue until the 
function of the criterion becomes the minimum. The Euclidean distance can also be known 
as the criterion function, which can calculate the distance between each data point and 
cluster center. The Euclidean distance connecting two vectors x and y can be denoted as 
follows   and    while the distance  of the 
Euclidean can be given as   
 
3.4.6  AUTOENCODERS NEURAL NETWORKS (ANN) 
An Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is an interconnected gathering of processing nodes, 
for example, "neurons," that together play out an (ordinarily nonlinear) change of 
contributions to specific ideal outputs. This technique uses a set of neurons connected, and 
the neurons contribute to the decision-making [2]. ANN uses human thoughts and 
processing techniques and also capabilities of computers to make predictions for some 
transactions as fraudulent.  It takes it bearing from the previous patterns of operations from 
the datasets and uses the same design to predict if an existing transaction is fraudulent or 
not. An autoencoder (an unsupervised machine learning technique that does not need an 
explicit label to train on) is an extraordinary kind of neural network whose goal is to 




attempts to learn with a consolidated representation of the input data by recreating inputs - 
an interaction otherwise called "encoding" [Tie Luo et al. 2018]. This technique is suitable 
for detecting an anomaly in a model. Anomaly detection in data mining is how data points 
or observations digress from a normal distribution of others [30]. It can also be called an 
outlier detector. During the modeling phase, anomalous data can designate a captious 
incident such as equipment faults, technical malfunction, or a change in consumer 
behavior. Autoencoder consists of an input layer, output layer, one or more hidden layers, 
and activation function and hyperparameters. [Sai G. Nagarajan et al. 2018] (1) An input 
layer – this is an M-dimension vector that can denote the input indicator, and it can be 
represented as  
(2) An output layer – a vector denoted by  We should realize that 
this is different from the standard way of neural network where the output layer is denoted 
as   
On account of autoencoders, the output layer has a similar measurement as the input layer. 
We might want the output to be equivalent to the contribution to reproduce the first input. 
Henceforth we naturally get our training samples when we set y = x, which is why 
autoencoders are known as unsupervised learning models. (3) One or more hidden layers 
– this layer is between the input layer and output layer, and its objective is to learn the 
pattern in the input layer and encode valuable facts. Overall, the autoencoder does usually 




‘sigmoid’ function is always used as the activation function, and it can be represented as 
 
Several hyperparameters need to be put in place before training can be done in autoencoder, 
such as (1) code size (nodes numbers), (2) Number of layers (number of layers can be as 
much as we like), (3) Number of nodes per layer (if it is stacked in nature, it means layers 
can be stacked one after the other), and (4) Loss function (binary cross-entropy if the value 
of the input layer is between [0,1] and mean square error can be used if not). [Arden Dertat. 
2017] About implementing this algorithm, there is a callable layer called output of 'Dense,' 
which uses the provided API function in the input and saves the output. The current output 
layer will become the next input layer for the next layer. In deep learning, the standard 
activation function used by layers is known as the 'relu' activation function. Still, the last 
layer uses the sigmoid function because the output has to be between [0,1] while the input 
is also in the value range. The pros of this technique are its capability to work with 
incomplete knowledge [2]. It can also store data on the entire network, fault-tolerant, 
distributed memory, and parallel processes. Nevertheless, it is not with its weakness. Some 
of the limitations identified are hardware-dependent on the determination of appropriate 
network structure, and the duration of the network is unfamiliar. It also has some 
unexplained behavior of the network. 
 




In this section, we present the specifications on model creation. Following preprocessing 
the dataset, data are split into training and test. The training data is used to define the 
parameters for the models while the test set is used to evaluate our models. 
3.6  SPLITTING OF DATA INTO TRAINING AND TEST 
The main objective of the machine learning model is to learn from previous experience and 
its ability to make use of the information to generate new instances. Performance 
evaluation of the model is usually done on the subset of the whole dataset by training on 
it, and the remaining dataset can be used to evaluate the model's performance. In this study, 
our dataset was split into a 70:30 ratio; that is, 70% of the dataset is used for training the 
model and the remaining 30% to evaluate the model's performance. Parameters, often 
called hyperparameters of the model, are determined during model training, and these 
hyperparameters also helped find the best model fit for a machine learning model. More 
advantage of hyperparameters will be explained in the next subsection of this study. 
3.7  HYPERPARAMETER TUNING 
When creating a machine learning model is done, we will be given design options as to 
how to determine our model architecture. Often, we don't instantly know what the optimal 
model architecture should be for the assigned model, and thus we'd like to be able to 
examine a range of chances. In the proper machine learning method, we will ideally ask 
the machine to achieve this exploration and automatically decide the optimal model 




and therefore this process of exploring for the perfect model architecture is referred to 
as hyperparameter tuning. The hyperparameter addresses the model design questions such 
as what degree of a polynomial can be used for linear models, what is the minimum and 
maximum depth allowed for a decision tree, how many trees should be created in a random 
forest, how many layers of neurons should we have in case of neural network layer creation 
and what should the learning for the gradient descent be? In this study, we have performed 
hyperparameter tuning on our best model and to ensure that our model is not overfitting, 3 
– fold cross validation was carried out during the grid search. We use used a python 
function called GridsearchCV throughout the whole process of hyperparameter tuning. We 
set our n_estimator to be 100, learning rate to 0.1 maximum depth is between 4 and 8, and 
















4.1 FINDINGS AND RESULTS 
In this chapter, we present the results of our finding with the machine learning models that 
we discussed in the previous chapter. To evaluate the performance of our model, we 
adopted the use of a metric called AUC score and other metrics to evaluate the performance 
of our model. The Metrics of each model will be shown based on how they have performed 
with our original, undersampling and oversampling dataset, then we present a comparative 
study to determine which of our model is the best for predicting of credit card fraud.  
4.2  METRICS 
Evaluating the performance of the machine learning algorithms is an essential part of any 
research work. This will show how each of the algorithms performed and to know which 
gives satisfactory or unsatisfactory results. We often use accuracy to weigh the model 
performance in classification algorithms, although it is not the only true way to judge the 
model. In this study, evaluation metrics like F1-Score, Precision, Recall, Confusion matrix, 
Accuracy, and ROC AUC Score (which happens to be the primary metric we have used to 
evaluate our model) [1]. We have made AUC score the primary evaluation metric because 
it is the most widely used metric among all metrics, it shows the score and likewise the plot 






Accuracy is the ratio of the correct prediction number to the total number of input 
samples. It functions admirably just if there are an equivalent number of samples 
having a place with each class. For instance, consider 98% examples of class A and 
2% examples of class B in our training set. Then, at that point, our model can 
undoubtedly get 98% accuracy by basically anticipating each training sample to be 
allied to class A. When a similar model is tried on a test set with 60% examples of 
class A and 40% examples of class B, then, at that point, the test accuracy would 
be reduced to 60%. Classification Accuracy is extraordinary; however, it gives us 
the misguided feeling of accomplishing high precision.  
𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑚𝑎𝑑𝑒
 
4.2.2 RECALL 
Recall can be calculated when the correct positive number results are divided by 
the number of all samples, which should have been recognized as a positive value.       





Precision is dividing the correct positive number results by the number of positive 
results that the classifier predicted. 








F1-score is used to evaluate the test's accuracy. It is the consonant mean between 
recall and precision. It allows a report on how precise the Classification is and how 
strong it can be. If a result gives high precision but low recall, it means we have 
incredibly high accuracy but note; it may miss a very high number of possibilities 
that are hard to classify. In short, it means the higher the F1 score, the best the 
model performed.  It can be calculated using  








4.2.5 CONFUSION MATRIX 
Confusion Matrix gives us a complete breakdown of the model performance in 
terms of matrix output. It evaluates well, especially when working with a binary 
classification where we have samples that belong to two classes: TRUE or False, 





The four important terms we have are True Positives, True Negatives, False Positives, and 
False Negatives.  
• True Positives: this is the case where the algorithm predicted YES, and the true 
output came out YES. 
• True Negatives: this is the case where the algorithm predicted NO, and the true 
output came out NO. 
• False Positives: this is the case where the algorithm predicted YES, and the true 
output came out NO. 
• False Negatives: this is the case where the algorithm predicted NO, and the true 
output came out YES. The accuracy of the confusion matrix can be calculated by   
 
4.2.6 ROC AUC SCORE 
ROC AUC Score: ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristics) AUC (Area Under 
Curve) is a widely used metric for model evaluation. AUC is the degree of 
measurement for separability, which reports how the model can differentiate 
between classes. Classification problems should measure performance with 
different thresholds been set. A better model can predict 0 classes as 0 and 1 classes 
as 1, while this can be confirmed if the AUC score is high. ROC is the curve 
probability [26]. This ROC curve plots the TPR (True Positive Rate) y-axis against 




               TPR (True Positive Rate) / Recall /Sensitivity =    
𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁












         
 
AUC-ROC Curve Image source: https://towardsdatascience.com/understanding-auc-
roc-curve-68b2303cc9c5 
The results of different model used for this study based on different dataset such as 
undersampling and oversampling are shown. Comparison was made to choose the best 
predictive model using the AUC score as metric and comparing the metric with other 
metrics to further established how good each model has performed. The area under the 
curve known as (AUC) is the same as the probability that a model will rank a randomly 
chosen positive instance higher than a randomly chosen negative example. The higher the 
score of AUC, the better the model is when predicting fraudulent and non-fraudulent 
transactions. If we are trying to identify the strength of a model to differentiate between 




boundary between the positive class and the negative class. The result of each classifier is 
given below. 
























                          Table 1: The AUC Score modeling with the original dataset 
 
Fig. 12. The bar chart of the AUC score for each classifier and the plot of the AUC 
score comparing to other metrics.  
From the above table 1 and fig. 12, the performance of each algorithm was shown based 
on the AUC Score, and we can see that all the trees’ algorithms and the autoencoder having 




the original dataset for modeling is k-means clustering with a score of 0.50 %. For a model 
to be considered as the best performing model, they have to have a high AUC Score. We 
cannot trust these results because we are modeling with the original dataset directly without 
any form of pre-processing. There might be some kind of biasness in our result as the 
dataset is highly imbalanced and some of the classifiers cannot perform very well with 
imbalanced dataset. To further improved the performance of our classifiers since we cannot 
depend on the results of our classifiers based on the original dataset, we have carried out 
re-sampling techniques (undersampling and oversampling) to balance the dataset and the 
results are given below.  
4.4 MODEL RESULT FOR UNDERSAMPLING DATASET 
Since most of the instances in the dataset belong to the majority class, the dataset was 
under-sampled randomly and this was achieved by reducing the numbers of instances of 
the majority class, which means that some essential data instances are not captured for 





























Fig. 13: The bar chart of the AUC score for each classifier and the plot of the AUC 
score comparing to other metrics.  
Based on the output in table 2 and fig. 13, using the Undersampling data for modeling it 
shows that the ensemble trees’ algorithms still perform better with AUC Score of about 
0.99 %. The performances of Random Forest, decision trees, and Xgboost are similar to 
that of model with original dataset. Their learning rates was set at 0.1, max depth at 5, this 
determines the maximum depth of a tree. The subsampling is 0.5 which means that the 
algorithms would sample half of the training data randomly which will prevent overfitting. 
Comparing the AUC score of the models with other metrics shows that the tree algorithms 
have a high precision rate and low recall. The lowest performing model for Undersampling 
is k-mean which belongs to unsupervised classification clustering. Unsupervised 
classification is also called clusterization that groups objects into k groups based on 
common characteristics. The k-means model has an AUC score of 0.50 % shows that it 




and the dataset already have a predefined classes in which objects are assigned, this means 
our dataset is already predefined and labeled but clustering only look into similarities 
among objects grouped together according to common characteristics that separate them 
from others.     
4.5  MODEL RESULT FOR OVERSAMPLING DATASET 
This method duplicates new or sometimes simulates examples in the minority class. It 





























Fig. 14: The bar chart of the AUC score for each classifier and the plot of the AUC score 
comparing to other metrics. 
From the result of the model performance in table 3 and fig. 14, it is shown that all the 
algorithms are performing very well with the oversampling dataset comparing to 
undersampling dataset and we can see how the trees’ algorithms outperformed other 
algorithms especially the random forest which shows an AUC score of 1.00 %. Decision 
tree and Xgboost shows a 0.99 % AUC score. We also noticed the improvement in the 
Score of other algorithms which indicated that most algorithm works well with 
oversampling dataset rather than undersampling. Comparing the AUC metric with other 
metrics shows that Random Forest algorithm is still the best among the trees’ algorithms. 
Accuracy has %high precision and low recall which means we can as well rely on its 
prediction results for the credit card fraud.  
4.6  HYPERPARAMETER TUNNING WITH THE BEST MODEL  
To further evaluate how some of our best algorithms has performed, we carried out 
hyperparameter tuning on the algorithms. Hyperparameter helps in choosing a set of 
optimal parameters for a learning algorithm because the key to machine learning classifiers. 
                                   
  
 












                       Fig. 15: The bar chart for each algorithm. 
Table 4 and fig. 15, shows that with hyperparameter tuning, our best model is still the 
ensemble tree algorithms such as Random Forest, decision Tree and Xgboost with the AUC 
Score of 1.00 %, 0.99%, and 0.99% respectively. The neural network model also shows an 
improvement with of 0.98 %.   
4.7  COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 
In this section, a comparative analysis of our model was made based on the types of datasets 
and the result of the metrics used to measure how each algorithm has performed. Based on 
the performance of our model with a different dataset that we have explored for this study 
using the AUC score to evaluate the performances and pick the best overall model, we 
observed that with the original dataset, undersampling, and oversampling dataset; the 
ensemble tree model performed very well rather than other model using the AUC score, 




confusion matrix for the ensemble tree model, that is, Random Forest, Xgboost, and 
Decision Tree; we can see from the output of the confusion matrix for Random Forest, the 
true positive result is 387089, which means out of all the total number of transactions of 
386427 that was used for testing, Random Forest was able to predict correctly that 387089 
transactions can be flagged as fraudulent transactions. Its false negative shows a value of 
0 which means Random Forest did not incorrectly identified any fraudulent transactions as 
genuine transactions. In this case, the algorithm did not flag any transaction as fraudulent 









                            Confusion Matrix for Xgboost classifier. 
              Fig. 16: Confusion matrix of the ensemble tree models 
Comparing the confusion matrix’s result of Random Forest with Xgboost and Decision 
Tree, we can see that Xgboost, and Decision tree have a true positive value of 374172 and 
365514, respectively, which means the two models were able to correctly predict these 
cases of fraudulent transactions as fraud and the false-negative shows that they both 




Methods Accuracy Precision AUC score 
Random Forest 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
Decision Tree 0.9522 0.9881 0.9982 
Xgboost 0.9853 0.9822 0.9996 
Logistic Regression 0.8179 0.7562 0.8761 
Autoencoder 0.9821 0.9011 0.9889 
K-means cluster 0.5001 0.7312 0.5005 
               Table 5: Accuracy, Precision and AUC score after hyperparameter tuning  
Comparing all these results of how each ensemble tree algorithm has performed based on 
the metric, Random Forest has the highest AUC score, accuracy, and precision, as shown 
in table 5. Hence, we have selected the Random Forest algorithm as the best model for 












In this chapter, we present the summary result along with the limitation and future research 
direction. 
5.1  CONCLUSION 
The technology change influenced several improvements. We are talking about online 
transactions done through credit cards, which leads to credit card frauds, and this study is 
about improving machine learning algorithms for fraud detection. In this study, we put 
forth fraud detection methods based on supervised learning such as Random Forest, 
Decision Tree, Xgboost, and logistic regression, unsupervised learning such as K-means 
clusters, and one deep learning algorithm known as Autoencoder Neural Network. We 
compared all the algorithms with different datasets by first using the original dataset itself; 
we then use resampling techniques such as undersampling and oversampling because our 
dataset is highly imbalanced. Finally, we concluded that Random Forest would be the 
perfect fit for our model. It can be inferred that oversampling works better because the 
smaller number of observations helps in training our model efficiently. Oversampling will 
be an ideal sampling technique in the real-world scenario as the information containing a 
pattern is not lost. 
5.2  LIMITATION OF THE STUDY 
Credit card fraud detection is exceedingly difficult but also a general problem for solution. 




solutions have limited data visibility and, therefore, produce significant false positives. For 
example, precise information about the amount, merchant categories or locations, date and 
time of transactions are withheld from the general public, which means researchers must 
work with limited information provided. 
5.3 FUTURE RESEARCH 
Based on the conclusion we have above, we can further improve our approach in this study. 
Future work can be done on this topic: 
The current study agreed with the result of the oversampling dataset, which 
duplicates. Instead of using this oversampling method that duplicates, we can use 
another sampling technique called interpolation, where redundant observations are 
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